
   
 

Collated Responses Training Feb – March 2016     

COLLATED EVALUATION OF & FEEDBACK FROM MANDATORY TRAINING FEBRUARY/ MARCH 2016 

CHILD PROTECTION UPDATE/ COMMUNICATING WITH CHILDREN 

 

Mandatory training for safeguarders was held in February/ March 2016.  Seven events were help 
across Scotland during the week and at weekends. 137 safeguarders were able to attend the training 
and 116 provided feedback through the evaluation form.   

The focus of the day was twofold; the morning session provided a child protection update with a 
focus on the Children & Young People (S) Act 2014 and the remainder of the day focused on 
communicating with children and their participation within the hearing system with the primary 
resource being the safeguarder rather than specific tools.  The day was designed to allow for 
networking; presentation; exercise; discussion on practice and identification of next steps.   

 

Aims 

1. To provide safeguarders with an overview of their child protection responsibilities within the 

context of the Children & Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 

2. To consider research and practice in eliciting the views of children 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of this session, a safeguarder should be able to 

a. Explain their child protection responsibilities within the context of the Children & Young 
Person (Scotland) Act 2014 

b. Describe any adjustments required to their practice as a result of the implementation of the 
Children & Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 

c. List key considerations when communicating with and eliciting the views of children and 
young people 

d. Describe good practice and techniques for communicating with children and eliciting views 
e. Identify priorities for learning and next steps 

 

Across the events there was a diversity of views expressed and not necessary agreement regarding 
approaches and practice.  This is reflected in the following collation of the feedback from evaluation 
forms completed by safeguarders and the exercises that they participated in.  The information from 
the training events will be used in a variety of ways including compiling a briefing paper on the 
named person and informing next steps regarding future training and prioritisation of practice notes 
developments.  

Safeguarders were asked to evaluate the day by completing an individual evaluation form that asked 
to consider the following: What went well; Even better if; Lightbulb moments.  Additional questions 
were asked regarding suitability of day; location and venue, this information is not included with the 
information below as the focus of this paper is practice and learning; however it is available and is 
used to inform arrangements for subsequent training. 

The following are a collation of the themes from the evaluation forms and represents the spread of 
feedback provided. 
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THEMES FROM EVALUATION– WHAT WENT WELL… 

Children & 
Young People 
Presentation 

GIRFEC background/ overview (5);  
C& YP (S) Act information; presentation on framework was excellent.   
Useful information regarding what is happening with named person (2) 
Discussion about named person - now have awareness of c&yp act. (4) 
Better understanding of 2014 act with relevance to named person 
Named person & information sharing (5) 
Question time with speaker 
Good review principles 2014 Act 

Communicating 
with children 

Talk on child communication was very good across age span (2) 
The parts where we were asked to comment and reflect on our own experiences of 
communicating with children 
Table activities around keep; stop; start doing 
Clips used (11): views of children’s hearing; toddlers; young person and brain 
development  
Session regarding communicating and practice issues 
The input on the effects of stress/trauma on brain development was excellent 
Refresher on child development/ brain development (4) 
Refresher on age related communication 

Networking Enjoyed interaction with safeguarders from different backgrounds (2)  
Networking with fellow safeguarders (23)  

Practice 
discussions 

Group discussion (41) ie discussion with other safeguarders was fruitful; sharing of 
experiences with other safeguarders; different approaches to subject of 
safeguarders responsibilities; different points of view; different tools; discussions 
with other safeguarders about their practice prompted by the statement rating 
exercise/ keep doing exercise (2); good opportunity to look at topic with other 
safeguarders and able to share experience/ useful strategies/ tools; reinforced that 
we are doing things correctly 

Format 
 

 

All went well, maybe slow start at table but soon gathered strength.  Content very 
good 
Amount of information – not too little; relevant 
Format; discussion groups and participation (3); ideas all excellent.   
Pace & content; Groupwork was fun, best way to learn 
Good introduction to both sections with materials to support discussion at tables 
Presentations; presenters and interaction with participants (6) 
Interactive nature/ discussions on practice issues (6) 
All really relevant/ useful (9) 
Roleplay (3) 
The whole day was good.  The exercises prompted good group discussion (2) 
Second half of the day (communication) was excellent, nice level of interaction, 
discussion & use of delivery styles (discussion; video & presenting) 
The whole day, great presentation; great content; good communication throughout 
Everything – enjoyed interactive parts and input from presenters was really useful 
and appropriate 
Excellent day.  Enjoyed smaller group.  There was a good balance between input 
from presenters and group discussion. Day pitched really well with lots to build on 
Quality discussions – almost full participation 
Good organisation/ segmentations (2) 
Reinforced knowledge (3) 
Venue & food good (3) 
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THEMES FROM EVALUATION THEMES – EVEN BETTER IF… 

Structure  More time for question time with speaker 
There had been more time for open discussion rather than role play  
Clearer statements – agree or not agree with 
Training tried to cover too much, never been a lover of role play. 
More group discussion (7), time to exchange and learn from practical experiences  
More general discussion  (2) 
More time for networking (2) 
More people attended to broaden debate and get more views 
Start with second half of the day, first connect people with their passion – emotion 
then the legislation 
More roleplay (2) 
Shorter (3); tired in afternoon 
More targeted, smaller agenda (3) 

Children & 
Young People 
Presentation 

This would probably be a national session once a year; morning session (GIRFEC) was 
far too long.  The speaker did not seem to have tailored talk to meet the audience’s 
needs.   
Presentation time management was tightened up (losing 1 hour to morning session) 
GIRFEC session may have benefitted from small group activity session 
Session more condensed – use of handouts for basis of discussion 
More on information sharing and impact of 2014 Act 
GIRFEC presenter had been available  to relate ‘named person’ information directly to 
role of safeguarder (2) 
Named Person baffling 
Left out named person section and concentrated on areas relevant to role 

Communicating 
with children 
presentation 

I would have appreciated some training on contact and the role of the safeguarder in 
relation to that. 
We could like to hear from people at the cutting edge of new research/ external input 
on academic research on methods & outcomes (4).  
Talk from trained interviewer on interviewing children / taking notes/ taking views of 
children (7). 
Input on more complex areas on communication/specialist areas (3) 
Input from experts on way to interact with children – touched on but would like to 
hear more sheriffs/ experts 
Input from expert on brain development (2) 
Training by the by the child psychologist who is recognised expert in how to question 
children (2) 
Tips on how to get children to open up to yet another stranger in their lives & obtain 
best outcomes; tips on how to deal with when know child is saying what they think 
you want to hear. 
The afternoon for experienced safeguarders was at too basic a level (3).  The ideas 
explored have formed part of our mind-set for a long time 
More in-depth training, specific content (4) 
We had actual guidance on how to obtain views from children – this could be done in 
half the time 
Extend brain development section/ remove brain development section 
More emphasis on how rather then why 
More opportunity to share practice tools and skills (5) 
Legal education on role of safeguarder powers/ entitlement 
DVD showing tools in practice 
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Venue Sometimes voices were difficult to hear – maybe a mic would have been better 
Difficult to hear above air conditioning 
Lunch (4) - Lack of fruit and non-caffeine based drinks 
We had a bigger room – venue too warm and hard to hear everyone talking in groups 

General Can’t think of anything – really worthwhile being here 
Fine as it was 
Aim 1 not dealt with and not convinced aim 2 dealt with practice of taking views of 
child 
Aim 1 – child protection responsibilities not met / not covered enough (2) 
Anonymous evaluation forms  
If children were actively involved (2) 
Hearing from someone who themselves has been through to care system  
More content & case studies on legislation & policy 
Freedom to admit gaps 
Day was shorter 
Training happens more frequently  
Follow up training is implemented 
Advance training onto another level 
Joint training 
More information on topics covered, how does neglect / abuse impact  
Not really sure how it could have been better – still feel that these opportunities are 
relatively new so still very much a work in progress 

 

THEMES FROM EVALUATION – LIGHTBULB MOMENT 

Children & 
Young People 
Presentation 

Information sharing examples really interesting (2) 
Clarification of named person on child’s plan  
Seeing the purpose of Named Person in slightly clearer light, still not sure of teeth to 
make difference for child in face of not having resource direction 
More developed understanding of named person role and responsibility 
Introduction of named person is imminent 
Targeted interventions – not usual services 
Lack of significance of named person to safeguarder’s role 

Children’s 
Experiences 

Hearing and viewing the video clips of the thoughts and feelings of children in relation 
to the Children’s Hearing System (14) - ‘child friendly hearings’; video on children’s 
views on hearings – eye opening; ‘I knew it was bad for kids but that really highlighted 
it’ 
Children complaining that the panel did not listen to them  
Child who said he expected change at a hearing and nothing happens 
Effect on attending children’s hearings & hearing events from their past 
Consider preparation for panels for children – junior mock hearing for all schools; 
children playing all the roles 
Impact of trauma on brain function 

Practice 
Issues 

Learning from each other, sharing resources, sharing experiences (2) 
Other safeguarders having the same issues as me  
Realising others did not (in some way) discuss/ share recommendations with (family) 
and child before hearing  
Meeting other safeguarders from different backgrounds and areas 
The idea that the safeguarder would take the ‘having your say’ form to the child 
Awareness of materials at SCRA 
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Information re SCRA practice notes (2) 
The importance of keeping abreast of research finding regarding children 
Need to feedback to family re reports and recommendation contents 
Being able to remain in panel hearing if they want to interview child on his/her own (5) 
Letting children choose not to talk 
Will try to influence number of people in hearing room, question need for all present 
(3) 
Are things getting better!! Yes 

Reflection on 
practice 

‘talk less, listen more’ 
Am I interviewing with preconceived view? 
Children notice the smallest things 
When partner told me she was not making eye contact  
Sharing recommendations in advance by means of meeting the family – not something 
I’ve ever done 
Good humour throughout 
Remember how you come across – always good to reflect back on 
New knowledge gained today; never stop learning 
You are never too old to learn  
Learning from others – reminding me that my role is not a box and can be shaped 
Use of SHANARRI wheel and scale – want to incorporate into practice; have used 
SHANARRI for a long time but adding wheel to scale levels is innovative 
Different tools available to obtain views on children (3) use of iPad; timer 
Learning to pause 
We work within limited parameter therefore need to be realistic about how much we 
can achieve – the task therefore is how to do the best we can within these limits 
Being more proactive 
Children’s panels are for children 
Less stress over timescale of report – more emphasis on making sure child/young 
person has had opportunity to contribute 
Discussion re necessity of seeing child 
Reflective practice to revisit basic core skills and attitudes 
Importance to take time to consider & reflect on practice especially on taking the views 
of the child – useful information sharing with other safeguarders 
Discussion with other safeguarders on their practice in obtaining information from 
children 
Useful reassurance that I am not doing things in the wrong way and that my concerns/ 
anxieties are shared by other safeguarders 
Practice is pretty consistent 

General Not really but enjoyable nonetheless 
Morning break child development & communication was introduced. It all came 
together in the end – I think 
Importance of communicating with other safeguarders 
It will come… I’m a slow processor 
The whole day was illuminating 
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KEY MESSAGES 

Each table of safeguarders were asked to consider one key message everyone should take away 
from the day; the following contributions were recorded: 

 

Keep listening 
 
Keep communicating 
 
Consider how children deal with/ experience the system 
 
Communication is key  
 
Engaging with, involving an actively listen to child/ children  
 
Keep an open mind  
 
Communicate with all age groups  
 
All children are unique and individual and must be treated as such 
 
Identifying and recognising individual needs/ age and stage and how best to communicate  
 
Feedback to child / family regarding report recommendations  
 
Put children at centre of everything 
 

Communicate, communicate, communicate (2)  

Named person is relevant  

It’s good to talk but better to listen   

Prepare and plan (2)  

We're doing (really) well but there is scope for improvement   

It’s good to talk but better to listen   

Look, listen & learn Keep it simple  

Need to reflect Go back to the child’s perspective  

Try to have an impact on speeding up the process for the child   

Prepare the child for the hearing & expectation for the hearing  

Useful information about safeguarder being able to stay in hearings 

Be alert - the world needs more ‘lerts’   
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THEMES FROM TABLE DISCUSSION FEEDBACK ON NAMED PERSON 

Following on from the presentation on the legislation and the role of the named person, 

safeguarders were asked to consider the following questions:  

1. What should the safeguarder’s relationship with the named person look like?  
2. With the implementation of the Act, is there anything you would do differently in your 

role as safeguarder? 
3. Is there anything else you need more information about? 

From the answers provided on the day, it is apparent that there were varying degrees of knowledge 

and understanding regarding the Children & Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 and the role of the 

named person.  Safeguarders had been provided with a link to the guidance prior to the training, 

however not everyone had the opportunity to read it.  The Scottish Government has produced a 

range of literature on the Children & Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 including updated guidance; 

Q&A and factsheets and this information is available to access via 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Young-People/gettingitright  

In addition to this the questions recorded on the day have been posed to the GIRFEC team to inform 

a briefing sheet for safeguarders that will be circulated when available. This resource will potentially 

be an additional resource to safeguarders in carrying out their role.  It will also inform a review of 

the current child protection policy for safeguarders.    

The following is the collation of feedback from the events and illustrates the differing understanding 

and interpretation of the role of the named person and the relationship with the role. 

Collation of feedback on the day 

1. What should the safeguarder’s relationship with the named person look like? 

Safeguarder would not always go to named person as part of investigations  

Safeguarder relationship mainly with lead professional, probably exhaust all relevant professionals 
prior to going to named person  

Professional always there – just a name change  

We will be talking mainly to the same people (Health Visitor and teachers) as we would now anyway 
so no change in our procedure  

The named person will make virtually no difference to the safeguarder role (2)  

More work for safeguarders and another person to communicate with  

 
2. With the implementation of the Act, is there anything you would do differently in 

your role as safeguarder? 

Relationship and change to practice, if any, will be clearer once role of named person in Children’s 

Hearings is more defined. 

 

 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Young-People/gettingitright
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3. Is there anything else you need more information about? 

Clarification on role: 

 What is the interface between the lead professional and the named person - who would be 
viewed as main point of contact for safeguarders when both involved? 

 Will the named person be present at GIRFEC (Team around the Child) meetings; child 
protection & children’s hearings meetings?  

 How are child’s plan; child protections plans and children’s hearing decisions aligned?  

 If a chid is accommodated will their name person change immediately or will it depend on 
length of placement??  

 Is a named person open to criticism for not fulfilling their role ie in a fatal accident enquiry?  

 Is it likely that implementation of named person will vary across different local authorities?   

 Will targeted provision vary across local authorities?  
 

Clarification on role within Hearing:       

 What are the expectations of the role of the named person within hearings?   

 Will they automatically be invited to hearings and expected to attend in their capacity as 
named person?  

 Will they be in receipt of all papers including reasons & decisions?   

 Will they be expected to provide a report to the hearing and will this be included in panel 
papers?  

 Will the Child’s Plan be included in papers  

 Can the Named Person request a copy of the safeguarder report?  
 

Clarification on information sharing:  

 What are the responsibilities/ duties on safeguarders to share information with named 
person regarding concerns/ gaps in services given likely relationship with lead professional 
and connection to Reporter and Children’s Hearing? 

 Can named person ask safeguarder for information relating to investigation and views 
regarding needs of children?  

 How much information can safeguarders share/ should share; how do safeguarders 
determine what is relevant. Will there be local information sharing protocols?  

 Will named person have right to seek/ hold or share information about adults?  

 What rights do children have to refuse for information to be shared with named person or 
by named person with other agencies?  

 Are there responsibilities on safeguarder to share wellbeing concerns with named person or 
through report to panel or through lead professional?                
                             

Clarification on role within child protection: 

 Should safeguarders share child protection concerns with named person as well as social 

work?  

 Would named person be informed by social work/ health/ police of a child protection 
concern as a matter of course?  
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THEMES FROM EXERCISE REFLECTING ON PRACTICE – Communicating with children 

Following on from presentations on communication with children, safeguarders were invited to 
reflect on practice and, in relation to communication, consider and discuss: 

1. What do you need to keep doing? 

2. What do you need to stop doing? 
3. What do you need to start doing? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do you need to keep 
doing? 

Explaining:  explaining role to child; family; professionals (9); 
explaining process & system (6); make sure everyone understands 
what everything means; explaining may not agree on what is the 
interests of the child; inform child will listen to views but may not 
agree; explain why we are writing notes; explaining report and 
recommendations to children & parents prior to hearing (3); where 
appropriate communicate with child before and after hearing 
 
Encouraging participation: being child centred (2); checking 
understanding (2); using communication appropriate to age and 
developmental stage (chronological & emotional)(6); building 
rapport; get to know the child in advance; awareness of families 
circumstances and developing relationships, active & careful listening 
(7); prepare child for court or hearing; keep child informed; 
demonstrate warmth and understanding 
 
Planning: preparing and planning for meeting child & others (4); 
agree what time you are meeting (2); consider weather  being well 
informed before meeting (additional support needs); consider if child 
is comfortable talking and how to meet their needs; planning/ 
preparing for panel; being open-minded (2); reading papers to 
identify issues; concentrate information and make recommendations 
    
Being accountable: keeping child at centre (6); Keeping up to date 
with emerging social justice; policy/ frameworks; being aware of 
rights & responsibilities in the hearing; develop practice; developing 
practice, own learning & development; interpreting views correctly 
(reflecting); see the child/ family (4, doing our best; sticking to our 
guns 
 
Being professional:  Being professional even in difficult/ testing 
situations; maintain impartiality from social work; being empathetic/ 
objective; challenging the panel / professionals where required (2); 
keep reminding panels to consider speaking to the children on their 
own; collaborative approaches; use of SHANARRI; awareness of  
 
Carrying out role: being independent/ impartial (2); focus on child’s 
needs/ best interests; observation (4); check accuracy of reports; 
analysis; proportionate, clear & concise reporting; take views into 
account; awareness of personal safety 
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What do you need to stop 
doing? 
 

Presentation: being over friendly; using bad jokes; showing bias; 
showing frustration; making assumptions; getting drawn into adult 
stuff/ focusing on adult (2); focusing on getting views rather than 
participation; thinking as self as perfect safeguarder; carrying a 
briefcase/ looking formal when visiting a child; being impatient with 
panel members 
 
Communication with children: Forcing conversation if unwelcome; 
talking too much (2); talking to children for too long; asking too many 
(closed) questions (2); being worried about silences; giving child idea 
we’re not listening; lecturing; using legal jargon or words not 
understood; presuming the child understands; repetition; 
generalising/non reflecting; using same approach with every child; 
using big / difficult words in hearings; 
 
Approach to role:  leaving actions to the last minute; being lax about 
timescales; being led by time pressures – report deadlines; being 
lapse putting report in before child properly/ adequately consulted – 
seek extension; hesitating on submitting reports – be confident in 
recommendations; presuming our papers are clear accurate with 
regards child; writing reports that are not concise; keeping papers at 
end of hearings; pre-judging situations(2); not seeing young children 
(2); thinking only bad things can come from this process/ worrying; 
just accepting how panels run and structured for children; panel 
ignoring child; ignoring emails from Children 1st 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do you need to start 
doing? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Communicating with children:  Using pauses to let the child go at 
their pace; tailoring communication and language to chronological 
age and emotional age of child (4) and environment; meet the child 
at home; taking notepad and pens; use a timer to give child idea of 
how long you are there for; using ice breakers; informality; listening 
more; having a point of interest/ curiosity (pink tie; egg timer); 
consider all options for communication (use of technology) 
 
Explaining:  Explain more about the hearing & court systems and 
processes (4); check child knows what a panel is; what will happen; 
who can attend and they can speak with the panel on their own (3); 
ask teacher to reinforce information with a child 
 
Encouraging participation: See the child more than once if need be; 
check back with child & family about what they are happy to be 
shared with others;  consider becoming more involved in 
practicalities ie discuss with child where they want to sit in waiting 
rooms (2); ask panel member to meet the child prior to the hearing; 
ask the panel to invite the child to chose their own seat; query 
number of attendees at a panel (3); consider taking more active role 
in hearing when there are numerous people at hearings;  ask about 
‘all about me’ forms if not included in the panel papers  
 
Planning: Make sure you understand any vulnerability/ need the 
child may have by speaking with nursery/ school/ carers others 
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What do you need to start 
doing? 
 

involved (43); consider the child’s diary/ commitments; awareness of 
location for meetings; consider sending a photo of safeguarder and 
information before 1st meeting; have a holistic approach in mind 
when talking to child; considering new legislation & taking into 
account wellbeing of child SHANARRI (2); consider using different 
tools; ask Children 1st for appropriate materials to work with 
children; keep it simple; risk assessment prior to home visits; 
heighten organisational / logistical skills 
    
Being accountable: Ensuring hearing consider child well-being for 
duration of hearing; being firmer in setting timescales; share report 
with family prior to the hearing; where appropriate meet child after 
hearing; register with ICO; continue & develop things already doing 
 
Carrying out role: Using neutral language across the board; keep it 
focused on what is best for child; not forgetting grounds of referral 
focus; having regard to instincts; measuring assessments and 
conclusions against common standards / matrix; consider the role of 
the named person & the named person in relation to the voice of the 
child; more diligent in note taking; in reports, addressing whether 
child should be present; in reports addressing  way/ means of 
communicating with child & young person; reflect child’s personal 
interests in the reports; be more empathetic to other professionals; 
improve knowledge on appeal process; being a valuable asset to 
panels and court; advising realistic outcomes; ‘ensuring the child 
understands that we have listened and assimilated their position 
without suggesting we must agree’ 
 

 

Safeguarders were also invited to identify some of the tools that they are currently using to 
communicate and engage with children and young people.  This feedback provides an overview of 
what is currently being used and will inform training and practice development going forward.  The 
use of tools comes with a health warning, as should be carefully planned for with regard to the 
needs and vulnerabilities of children and young people. 

Examples of tools 
currently used 

Materials: Books (3); Drawing materials; stationery; stickers etc. (9); Timer; 
handbag; clickers/ keyring; magic wand; kids need cards; Talking Mats; SCRA 
storybook & cards; leaflets & literature (3); games; pictures; emoticons; 
stickmen; talking stick; child’s interests; SHANARRI – Well-being wheel;  
Exercises: 3 Wishes (3); Magic Wand (2); 3 Islands (2); Work sheets – ice 
breakers (2), role play – ‘if you were me what would you ask?’ 
Strategies: non-patronising language; personal space; respect for child; 
information about recent achievements/ special events; up to date with 
current interests/ trends; talk about safe topic first; use toys child familiar 
with/ owns 
Self: personality; sense of humour; rapport building (2); understanding; a 
smile; skills and experience; knowledge of system; open-minded, common 
sense and realistic expectations 
Technology: text; emails; Facebook; skype; facetime; apps/ iPad/ tablet 
Others: Advocacy worker; interpreter; independent contact service 
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INFORMING FUTURE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

In small groups, safeguarders were asked to identify further learning needs and next steps in relation 
to communicating with children.  This information has been recorded and will be used to inform the 
training and development agenda and planning going forward.  Some of the suggestions for future 
training and delivery included: 

Practice based session looking at use of tools such as talking mats; use of technology 

Input from specialists on interviewing children; 

Specific skills training on interviewing/ speaking/ engaging with and listening to children 
 
Focus on specific ages and stages such as small children; teenagers 

Input from specialists on communicating with children with additional support needs; children 
affected by trauma; children who have been sexually abused 

Communicating with children where English is not their first language/use of the interpreter 

Planning for investigations 

Other related areas identified:   

Attachment, child development; brain development;  

Understanding of the impact of addiction Issues; domestic abuse; mental health on children 

Court craft including conducting proof; role in appeals 

Report Writing 

Role of safeguarder in relation to contact & permanence  

Report writing 

Inter-disciplinary training sessions with relevant professionals to aid better understanding of 
individual roles; how to advocacy workers communicate and engage  
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